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“Analyzing Onset of Non-Linearity of a Fractal 
Colloidal Gel in the Neighborhood of Critical Point”

A synthetic clay mineral, Laponite, has been a very active 
area of research owing to its rich physical behavior and wide 

industrial application as a rheology modifier. Incorporation of 
Laponite in water transforms free-flowing liquid to soft solid 

that supports its weight over the practical timescales. Very 
interestingly, the colloidal dispersion of Laponite exhibits all the 

rheological signatures of a sol − gel transition. While undergoing 
gelation, Laponite dispersion passes through the critical state 

characterized by a percolated space-spanning fractal network. In 
the present study, we investigate the rheological behavior of a 
fractal gel of Laponite dispersion under linear and weakly non-
linear deformation fields. The evolution of relaxation modulus 

subsequent to imposition of step strain at the critical state 
demonstrates inverse power law decay in the linear regime 

associated with the hierarchical fractal structure in accordance 
with the Winter criterion. However, when subjected to step 

strain beyond the linear regime, relaxation modulus shifts 
vertically to the lower values. The deviation from linearity 

can be accommodated by use of a strain-dependent 
damping function. We also perform creep − recovery, 

startup shear and oscillatory shear experiments on the 
Laponite dispersion at the critical gel state and record 

a deviation in the response as the flow becomes 
nonlinear. We develop a quasi-linear integral model 

with relaxation modulus weighted by damping 
function to account for the effect of non-linearity. 

Remarkably, the proposed quasi-linear integral model 
predicts the not just the linear behavior but also the 
deviation from linearity in the creep − recovery and 

startup shear very well, leading to a simple formulation 
to analyze the nonlinear rheological behavior of fractal 
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